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Intrasubband and intersubband electron relaxation in semiconductor quantum wire structures
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We calculate the intersubband and intrasubband many-body inelastic Coulomb scattering rates due to
electron-electron interaction in two-subband semiconductor quantum wire structures. We analyze our relax-
ation rates in terms of contributions from inter- and intrasubband charge-density excitations separately. We
show that the intersubband~intrasubband! charge-density excitations are primarily responsible for intersubband
~intrasubband! inelastic scattering. We identify the contributions to the inelastic-scattering rate coming from
the emission of the single-particle and the collective excitations individually. We obtain the lifetime of hot
electrons injected in each subband as a function of the total charge density in the wire.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum wire structures, based mostly
GaAs-AlxGa12xAs systems, have been studied intensiv
for the last ten years as systems of potential technolog
interest~e.g., quantum wire lasers!, and also because of the
fundamental significance as examples of quasi-o
dimensional~Q1D! electron liquids. Among the importan
research milestones in semiconductor quantum wires are
observation1 of one-dimensional plasmons via inelastic lig
scattering spectroscopy and the verification of the predic
acoustic linear plasma dispersion relation2 in one dimension,
the observation of pronounced one-dimensional Fermi e
singularities in optical spectra,3 the quantum wire excitonic
laser operation4 and its theoretical understanding.5 With im-
proving materials growth and nanostructure fabrication te
niques one expects a wide range of one-dimensional exp
mental phenomena and projected applications
semiconductor quantum wire systems. Many of the projec
applications such as ballistic electron transistors, quan
wire–based infrared photodetectors and lasers, and qua
wire THZ oscillators and modulators will utilize fast carrie
~injected or excited! in doped quantum wires as the activ
device element. Effective control and manipulation of the
fast electrons in doped quantum wire systems are there
essential in projected quantum wire optoelectronic appl
tions. One of the most crucial physical processes that
limit the quantum wire optoelectronic applications is the
laxation of these fast electrons. The main ultrafast mec
nism controlling the relaxation process is the electro
electron interaction, which is also a many-body process
fundamental importance in electronic systems. In this pa
we develop a many-body theory for the electron-elect
interaction–induced ultrafast relaxation in semiconduc
quantum wires with more than one quantized subband o
pied. We consider only the ultrafast electron-electr
interaction–induced relaxation in this article, neglecting
weaker electron-phonon Fro¨hlich coupling. The electron-
phonon coupling may be considered to be approximately
cluded in our theory by taking the effective mass entering
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theory to be the polaronic band mass~including the
electron–LO-phonon interaction! and the background dielec
tric constant to be the static low-frequency lattice dielect
constant~rather than the dynamic high-frequency dielect
constant!. We restrict ourselves to Coulomb scattering b
cause the fastest relaxation time scales are controlled by
interelectron Coulomb interaction.

We mention that semiconductor quantum wires in t
strict one-dimensional limit with only one occupied subba
are extremely difficult to fabricate. Thus the typical expe
mental quantum wires would have a few occupied subban
and scattering between these subbands effectively des
their strict one-dimensionality. The work presented in th
article takes a first step toward developing a full many-bo
theory for quantum wires with many occupied subbands
considering carefully the situation with two occupied su
bands and by analyzing the resultant relaxation rates in te
of intrasubband~one-dimensional! and intersubband~non-
one-dimensional! scattering contributions. In addition, w
calculate single-particle and collective mode contributions
the relaxation rates separately. Our calculations can be
rectly compared with experimentally measured linewid
~e.g., the spectral width in tunneling measurements6 or in the
femtosecond spectroscopy7! or band broadenings and wit
various relaxation rates entering device modeling consid
ations.

Intra- and intersubband relaxation of electrons in Q
doped semiconductor quantum wires are determined by t
inelastic lifetime, which is inversely proportional to the in
elastic Coulomb scattering rate. Due to the Coulomb inter
tion, electrons in the quantum wires may be scattered, an
a result collective~‘‘plasmons’’! and single-particle excita
tions are emitted. Such lifetime calculations have ear
been carried out in 2D electrons systems,8,9 and have been
interpreted in terms of plasmon emission processes. In c
trast to 2D electron gases, a gap shows up in the inters
band single-particle excitation continuum in Q1D quantu
wires with two occupied subbands.2,10–12 Furthermore, an
extra intersubband plasmon mode appears within such a
It was also shown previously that for a two-subband qu
©2001 The American Physical Society24-1
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tum wire,13 the intersubband inelastic-scattering rates due
plasmon modes and single-particle excitations do not exi
the intersubband coupling is neglected. But the intrasubb
inelastic-scattering rates were found to consist of three c
tributions: that coming from the emission of plasmon mod
in the ~i! first and~ii ! second subband, and the emission o
~iii ! single-particle excitation in the second subband. So
in the literature the intersubband coupling in quantum wi
has been considered irrelevant for electron relaxation in
conduction band. However, as the second subband beco
occupied, electrons in different subbands may inter
strongly with each other, and as a consequence, intersub
coupling should in general be taken into account. In t
paper we calculate the intra- and intersubband inelas
scattering rates of electrons in a two-subband quantum
with a small energy separation between the two subba
We neglect the higher-lying subbands to reduce comp
tional complications. A generalization of our theory to ma
subbands is, in principle, possible. Currently there are
direct experimental observations of intersubband lifetime
multisubband quantum wires, but our calculations should
relevant to a large number of projected applications.

We develop our theory for the inelastic Coulomb scatt
ing, treating the dynamical screening of the Q1D elect
system within the framework of the random-phase appro
mation ~RPA!. The RPA has been shown to be an excell
approximation in studying charge-density excitations in Q
highly doped semiconductors by virtue of the approxim
vanishing of all vertex corrections to the one-dimensio
irreducible polarizability.2,14 Vertex corrections should b
taken into account in calculating many-body properties
Q1D systems in low-density regimes.15 In addition to the 1D
intrasubband plasmons, the intersubband collective
single-particle excitations in the Q1D system also prov
relaxation channels through which the hot electrons in
conduction band relax. We show that the inelastic-scatte
rate from the second to the first subband can only oc
through the emission of an intersubband plasmon w
single-particle excitations not participating at all in this i
tersubband relaxation process, whereas emission of both
lective and single-particle excitations contributes to the
elastic scattering from the first to the second subband.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
our theoretical approach. In Sec. III we present our num
cal results for the inelastic-scattering rates in a two-subb
quantum wire. We conclude with a summary in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND EQUATIONS

The single electronic states in our theory are calculated
considering a two-dimensional system in thexy plane sub-
jected to an additional confinement in they direction, creat-
ing a GaAs/AlxGa12xAs quantum wire in thex direction.
The confinement potential in they direction is taken to be o
a finite square well type of barrier heightV0 and well width
W. We assume the confinement potential creating the
confinement to be sufficiently strong compared with the
confinement potential and assume the 2D system to be id
i.e., of zero thickness in the third~z! direction. The 1D sub-
04532
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band energiesEn and the wave functionsfn(y) are obtained
from the numerical solution of the one-dimensional Sch¨-
dinger equation in they direction ~the value of the electron
effective mass throughout this paper ism* 50.07me). We
restrict ourselves to the case wheren51,2 and definev0
5E22E1 as being the intersubband energy gap between
two subbands. For a symmetric confinement potential,
two lowest wave functionsf1(y) and f2(y) are the usual
symmetric and antisymmetric levels, respectively. We c
sider throughout this paper the confinement potential be
of barrier heightV05100 meV and well widthW5500 Å,
which leads tov0.5.37 meV. Then, the second subba
becomes populated at 1D electron densityNe56.3
3105 cm21. As mentioned in the Introduction, we negle
inelastic scattering due to emission of phonons. Such a
cedure is reasonable since the emission of an LO phonon
example, in GaAs, requires the electron energy to be at l
\vLO.36 meV, which is much larger than the character
tic intersubband energyv0 of our quantum wire. We will
restrict ourselves to situations where phonon emission p
cesses are not important. We take\51 throughout this pa-
per unless stated otherwise. Effects of electron-phonon c
pling on Q1D systems in whichv0.vLO were studied in
Ref. 16.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, intra- and intersu
band relaxation of fast electrons in two-subband quant
wire structures can be studied in determining their inela
Coulomb scattering ratesnn8(k), wheren,n851,2. Due to
the Coulomb interaction, these electrons, initially in a su
bandn with momentumk, can be scattered to a subbandn8
with momentumk8 through emission of both plasmons an
single-particle excitations. Within the so-calledGW approxi-
mation, Vinter17 originally showed that, at zero temperatur
the inelastic Coulomb scattering ratesnn8(k) of electrons in
multisubband structures can be obtained from the imagin
part of the retarded electron self-energy, neglecting high
order vertex corrections. This approximation is extensiv
employed in calculating electronic many-body effects and
particular, has been used in studying injected electron l
times in semiconductor quantum wire structures in the st
one-dimensional limit~or equivalently in determining the in
trasubband inelastic scattering rate of electrons in the
quantized subband!,13,18,19 as well as in coupled paralle
quantum wires.20 Within the GW approximation, the multi-
subband inelastic scattering ratesnn8(k) of fast electrons in
quasi-one-dimensional quantum wires at zero temperatu
given by

snn8~k!5
1

2pE dq Im$Vnn8n8n
s

„q,jn8~k1q!2jn~k!…%

3$u„jn~k!2jn8~k1q!…2u„2jn8~k1q!…%,

~1!

whereu(x) is the standard step function,Vnn8n8n
s (q,v) the

dynamically screened electron-electron Coulomb poten
with q being the 1D wave vector, andv the mode frequency
andjn(k)5\2k2/2m* 1En2EF the electron energy with re
spect to the Fermi energyEF . Here, the Fermi wave vecto
4-2
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in the subbandn is defined askFn5A(EF2En)/2m* for
EF2En.0, andkFn50 for EF2En,0. The screened Cou
lomb potential in Eq.~1! is related to the multisubband d
electric function «nn8mm8(q,v) and the bare electron
electron interaction potentialVnn8mm8(q) through the
generalized RPA equation21

(
l l 851,2

e l l 8nn8~q,v!Vll 8mm8
s

~q,v!5Vnn8mm8~q!, ~2!

with m,m851,2. The bare electron-electron potent
Vnn8mm8(q), which is the two-particle matrix element of 1D
Coulomb interaction in thefn(y) basis, is calculated by us
ing the numerical solution of the electron wave functi
fn(y). The dielectric function

«nn8mm8~q,v!5dnmdn8m82Pnn8~q,v!Vnn8mm8~q! ~3!

is calculated within the RPA, where

Pnn8~q,v!5
1

pE dk
nF„jn~k!…2nF„jn8~k1q!…

jn~k!2jn8~k1q!1v
~4!

is the noninteracting irreducible polarizability functio
Here,nF(E) is the Fermi distribution function. The polariz
ability Pnn8(q,v) characterizes the bare electron-ho
bubble polarization diagram and is written for the syst
free of any impurity scattering. The impurity scattering e
fects can be introduced diagrammatically by including imp
rity ladder diagrams in the electron Green’s function. The
diagrams are responsible for level broadening, or equ
lently, for a phenomenological damping constantg
5e2/2m* m mainly induced by scattering of electrons due
impurity centers, withm being the carrier mobility in the
sample. The exact expression for the polarizability with
this diagrammatic approach can be obtained by usin
particle-conserving approximation for arbitrary values ofq
and v, given by Mermin.22 In the limit g→0, Mermin’s
polarizability is found to be identical to Eq.~4! with the
frequency v2→v(v1 ig). In this paper, we take the
impurity-scattering-induced broadeningg as being a very
small phenomenological damping parameter, which allo
us to work in the limitg→0. We are therefore restrictin
ourselves to high-mobility quantum wires with small lev
broadening.

According to Eq.~1!, the integral insnn8(k) is performed
only over the segment of the curve

vk
nn8~q!5jn8~k1q!2jn~k!, ~5!

which lies inside those regions where

u„2vk
nn8~q!…2u„2jn8~k1q!…Þ0. ~6!

We only need to consider, therefore, that segment ofvk
nn8(q)

that lies in the region where the condition defined in Eq.~6!
is satisfied. The inelastic-scattering rates vanish outside t
regions, which means that momentum and energy conse
tion cannot be simultaneously obeyed for those values
(k,n,n8,k1q). The inelastic-scattering ratesnn8(k) is a
04532
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nonvanishing term if the segmentvk
nn8(q) either lies in the

continuum, representing single-particle excitations or int
cepts the lines, representing collective excitations~plasmons!
in the q-v plane.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Collective and single-particle excitation modes

In our quantum wires we consider a symmetric squ
well potential characterizing they-direction confinement.
Due to this symmetry, the two lowest wave functionsf1(y)
andf2(y) are symmetric and antisymmetric functions ofy,
respectively. As a result, the bare electron-electron Coulo
potentialVnn8mm8(q) vanishes ifn1n81m1m8 is an odd
number. Moreover,

Vnn8mm8~q!5Vn8nmm8~q!5Vnn8m8m~q!5Vn8nm8m~q!. ~7!

On the other hand, the dispersion of the collective plasm
modes is given by the zeros of the determinant of the die
tric tensor defined by Eq.~3!, i.e., detu«nn8mm8(q,v)u50. By
using the symmetry properties ofVnn8mm8(q) in this deter-
minant, one can show that the intersubband plasmon mo
are given by the roots of

« inter512V1212@P121P21#50, ~8!

whereas the intrasubband plasmon modes are obtained b
roots of

« intra5@12V1111P11#@12V2222P22#2V1122
2 P11P2250. ~9!

It is apparent that the intrasubband plasmon modes do
couple with the intersubband modes. This is, of course
direct result of our symmetric confinement model.

First, we consider a high electron density (Ne5N1
5106 cm21) in which case both the subbands are pop
lated. The Fermi wave vectors in the first and second s
bands are kF151.093106 cm21 and kF250.47
3106 cm21, respectively. In this case, two intrasubba
and two intersubband plasmon modes exist correspondin
the two subbands. Figure 1~a! shows the dispersion relation
of the two intersubband plasmon modes (1,2) and (1,8
obtained from Eq.~8!. The shadowed areas indicate the i
tersubband single-particle excitation (SPE12) continua where
Im$P12(q,v)%Þ0. The intersubband SPE12 is of a finite fre-
quency (v5v0) at q50. The occupation of the second su
band opens up a gap in the SPE12 continuum where the low-
frequency intersubband plasmon mode (1,2)8 appears. We
also see a large depolarization shift of the high-freque
intersubband plasmon mode (1,2). In Fig. 1~b! we show the
dispersion relation of the intrasubband plasmon modes (
and (2,2) obtained from the Eq.~9!. The intrasubband single
particle excitation SPE11 @SPE22# continuum, where
Im$P11(q,v)%Þ0 @ Im$P22(q,v)%Þ0#, is also presented in
the figure. The undamped second subband intrasubband
mon mode (2,2), lying in the gap between the SPE11 and
SPE22 continua, has a linear energy dispersion asq→0.
4-3
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When this plasmon mode enters the SPE11 continuum, it is
Landau damped because it can decay by emitting SPE11 ex-
citations in the lowest subband. The plasmon mode (1
representing the collective charge-density excitation in
first subband has an energy proportional toqu ln(qW)u1/2. No-
tice that, due to the symmetry of the system, the inters
band single-particle excitations do not damp the intras
band plasmon modes and vice versa. In Fig. 2 we show
plasmon dispersion relations for a lower total electron d
sity Ne5N250.403106 cm21. In this case, only the firs
subband is occupied. The corresponding 1D Fermi wave v
tor is kF150.633106 cm21. Obviously, the plasmon mod
(2,2) as well as the continuum SPE22 does not exist since th
second subband is empty. By analyzing the collective
single-particle excitation spectra in Figs. 1 and 2 and co

paring them withvk
nn8(q) defined in Eq.~5! we are able to

figure out the contributions of different scattering mech
nisms to the total inelastic-scattering rate.

B. Intrasubband scattering rate

According to Eq.~1!, the intrasubband inelastic scatterin
ratess11(k) ands22(k) are defined in terms of the imaginar
part of the dynamically screened Coulomb potentials

V1111
s 5

V1111~11V2222P22!2V1122
2 P22

« intra
~10!

and

FIG. 1. Dispersion relation of both~a! inter- and~b! intrasub-
band charge-density excitations in a quantum wire ofNe5N1

5106 cm21 with v055.37 meV. The shadow areas indicate t
~a! inter- and~b! intrasubband single-particle continua. Both su
bands are occupied.
04532
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s 5

V2222~11V1111P11!2V1122
2 P11

« intra
, ~11!

respectively. These expressions are obtained from Eq.~2!
and demonstrate that the contributions tos11(k) ands22(k)
come from three sources. The first one is the emission of
intrasubband single-particle excitations. We numerica
evaluate the integral in Eq.~1! only in those regions where
Im P22Þ0 (ImP11Þ0). In Fig. 3~a! the thick-solid~thick-
dashed! line shows the intrasubband inelastic-scattering r
s11(k) @s22(k)# due only to the emission of the single
particle excitations in the SPE22 @SPE11# continuum. We take
the impurity broadening or the phenomenological damp
constantg51023 meV corresponding to samples with ve
high electron mobility. All other parameters are the same
in the beginning of Sec. II. Our results show that the int
subband inelastic scattering in one subband takes p
through the emission of a single-particle excitation in t
other subband. In fact, we verified thatvk

nn(q) defined in Eq.
~5! never crosses the SPEnn continuum in theq-v plane for
n51 and 2 independent of the value ofk. This is the reason
why the SPE11 and SPE22 continua do not contribute to
s11(k) and s22(k), respectively. We also verified that th
curvevk

11(q) is completely out of the SPE22 continuum for
k>kF2 and, consequently, the contribution of the SPE22 to
s11(k) vanishes. On the other hand, the contribution of
SPE11 to s22(k) starts atk5kF1 where the curvevkF1

22 (q)

lies exactly on the lower edge of the SPE11 continuum, en-
tering the continuum for momentumk.kF1. Thus, the SPE22
contributes tos11(k) from k50 up to k5kF2, while the
onset of the scatterings22(k) via emission of a single-

FIG. 2. Dispersion relation of both inter- and intrasubba
charge-density excitations in the same quantum wire ofNe5N2

50.43106 cm21. The shadowed areas indicate the intersubba
and intrasubband single-particle continua. Only the lowest subb
is occupied.
4-4
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particle excitation inside the continuum SPE11 occurs at the
thresholdk5kF1. The thin-dashed line in Fig. 3~a! indicates
the SPE11 contribution to the scattering rates22(k) for an
electron in a quantum wire of a densityNe5N2. At this
density the second subband is empty and as a consequ
the SPE22 contribution tos11(k) does not exist.

According to Eqs.~10! and ~11!, the other two sources
contributing to s11(k) and s22(k) are the two zeros o
« intra , i.e., the emission of intrasubband plasmon mo
(1,1) and (2,2). In Fig. 3~b! we show the intrasubban
inelastic-scattering ratesnn(k) due only to the intrasubban
plasmon modes (n,n) with n51 and 2. These results ar
obtained by excluding the single-particle excitation regio
in the q-v plane where Im@P22#Þ0 and Im@P11#Þ0 from
the numerical integration characterizings11(k) and s22(k),
respectively. ForNe5N1, the onset of both intrasubban
scattering via emission of the plasmon mode (1,1) occur
the thresholdk5kc

11.2.073106 cm21, corresponding to an
interception of the curvevk

11(q), as well asvk
22(q), with the

mode (1,1) atq5qc
11.0.553106 cm21. Indeed, the emis-

sion of the plasmon mode (1,1) is the most important c
tribution to the intrasubband scattering rates due to its
nificant spectral weight atq5qc

11 leading to a huge
divergence atk5kc

11. The onset of scattering due to the pla
mon mode (2,2) occurs at the thresholdk5kF2 (kc

22.0.8
3106 cm21) for an electron in the first~second! subband.
Furthermore, the inelastic-scattering rates22(k) at k5kF1 is
nonzero sincevkF1

22 (q) lies just on the lower edge of th

SPE11 continuum where the plasmon (2,2) contributes
scattering. But it no longer contributes tos22(k) for k
.kF1 due to the Landau damping. The fact thats22(k) at
k5kF1 is finite means that a plasmon mode (2,2) may

FIG. 3. Intrasubband inelastic-scattering ratess11 ~solid lines!
ands22 ~dashed lines! due to emission of intrasubband~a! single-
particle and~b! collective excitations. Thick~thin! lines represent
results for our quantum wire of densityNe5N1 (Ne5N2).
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emitted when the electron has an energyj2(kF1). Finally, the
thin-solid @thin-dashed# line shows the contribution of the
plasmon mode (1,1) tos11(k) @s22(k)# for Ne5N2, where
the second subband is empty. As expected, the contribu
coming from the plasmon mode (2,2) is absent in this ca

C. Intersubband scattering rates

The definition in Eq.~1! tells us that the intersubban
inelastic scattering ratess12(k) and s21(k) are obtained in
terms of the imaginary part of the screened Coulomb pot
tial

V1221
s 5

V1212

« inter
. ~12!

Notice that, according to Eq.~2!, V2112
s 5V1221

s . Therefore the
contributions tos12(k), as well ass21(k), come from three
sources:~i! the intersubband SPE12 continuum; and the inter-
subband plasmon modes~ii ! (1,2) and~iii ! (1,2)8. In Fig.
4~a! we shows12(k) due only to the SPE12 continuum. The
thick and thin lines indicate the SPE12 contributions to
s12(k) in the quantum wire of total charge densityNe5N1
and N2, respectively. As discussed before, the SPE12 con-
tinuum splits into two parts when the second subband
populated. ForNe5N1, the onset of scatterings12(k) via
emission of an intersubband single-particle excitation in
lower- ~higher-! energy part of the SPE12 continuum occurs
at k.0.503106 cm21 (k.1.463106 cm21). The most
important contribution of the lower part of the SPE12 is

FIG. 4. Intersubband inelastic-scattering ratess12 ~solid lines!
and s21 ~dashed lines! due to intersubband~a! single-particle and
~b! collective excitations. Thick~thin! lines represent results for
quantum wire of densityNe5N1 (Ne5N2). The inset in part~a!
shows thes12 due to only those single-particle excitations in th
lower energy part of the SPE12 continuum. The inset in part~b!
showss12 only due to the plasmon mode (1,2)8.
4-5
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shown in the inset of Fig. 4~a! below the onset of the sca
tering the higher part. Fors21(k) we find no contribution of
the single-particle excitations due to restriction of t
energy-momentum conservation defined byvk

21(q). There-
fore, electrons cannot transfer from the higher to the low
subband by emitting a single-particle excitation in the Fe
sea.

In Fig. 4~b!, the thick-solid@thick-dashed# line shows the
contributions to the inelastic-scattering rates12(k) @s21(k)#
coming from the intersubband plasmon modes (1,2)
(1,2)8. Again, the thick and thin lines correspond to the
sults forNe5N1 andN2, respectively. Notice that the inter
subband plasmon modes do not contribute tos21(k) for k
&kc

21, wherekc
21.1.83106 cm21 and 1.313106 cm21 for

electron densityNe5N1 and N2, respectively. Because th
curvevk

21(q) for k 5 kc
21 never intercepts the mode (1,2)8,

the plasmon contribution to thes21(k) comes from the mode
(1,2). But both the intersubband plasmon modes contrib
to s12(k). The onset of scatterings12(k) due to the emission
of the plasmon mode (1,2) occurs at the thresholdkc

12.3.1
3106 cm21 (2.613106 cm21) for Ne5N1 (N2). Indeed,
we verified that the curvevk

12(q) intercepts the plasmon
mode (1,2) fork>kc

12 and the mode (1,2)8 for all values of
k exceptk5kF1. As a matter of fact, we see the scatteri
rate s12(k) vanishing atk5kF1 due to restrictions of the
momentum-energy conservation dictated by the step fu
tions in Eq. ~1!. In the inset, we show the most releva
contribution to s12(k) coming from the plasmon mod
(1,2)8.

We summarize the results above by plotting the to
inelastic-scattering rate

sn~k!5 (
n851,2

snn8~k!

in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, for an electron in the subb
n51 and 2 in the quantum wire of total charge densityNe

FIG. 5. Inelastic-scattering ratesn(k) of electrons in the first
subband (n51). The density in the quantum wire isNe5N1.
04532
r
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5N1. The scale in the right-hand side of Fig. 5~Fig. 6! is
enlarged 15~5! times as compared to that in the left. Th
symbols indicate the contributions from the different scatt
ing mechanisms. The circles stand for the contribution co
ing from the emission of a plasmon mode (2,2), while t
squares represent the contribution coming from the emis
of the plasmon mode (1,1). The filled@open# triangles point-
ing left stand for the contribution coming from the emissi
of a intersubband plasmon mode (1,2)@(1,2)8#. The open
~filled! diamonds represent the contribution coming fro
single-particle excitations inside the SPE22 (SPE11) con-
tinuum. Finally, open~filled! triangles pointing up in Fig. 5
represent the contribution coming from the single-parti
excitations in the lower~higher! part of the SPE12 con-
tinuum. These symbols show the complexity of various int
and intersubband single-particle and collective mode con
butions to the scattering rate of an electron, which might
scattered either to unoccupied states in its original subb
or to those in a different subband. In contrast tos2(k), we
sees1(k) being finite atk50 due to the possibility of emis
sion of a single-particle excitation within the SPE22 con-
tinuum. As k increases, the plasmon mode (1,2)8 starts to
contribute tos1(k) and then, as we discussed above,
excitations in the phase space contribute to scattering. In
5, the open triangles pointing up indicate the contributi
coming from the single-particle excitations inside the low
energy part of the SPE12 continuum. Notice that we ne
glected such a contribution in the right-hand side since i
irrelevant at that scale. When the second subband is em
for Ne5 N2, we should see neither the contributions comi
from the plasmon modes (1,2)8 and (2,2) nor those from the
SPE22 continuum.

D. Hot-electron lifetimes

We now discuss the hot-electron lifetime

tE,n5
2

sn~k!
~13!

FIG. 6. Inelastic-scattering ratesn(k) of electrons in the second
subband (n52). The density in the quantum wire isNe5N1.
4-6
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of an energetic hot electron injected in a subbandn with a
kinetic energyE5\2k2/2m* above the Fermi energyEFn

5\2kn
2/2m* in the subband. It is well known that this life

time (\51) can be written as in Eq.~13! sincesn(k) is the
absolute value of the imaginary part of the self-energy of
electron in the subbandn.21 In Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! we show
the lifetimestE,1 andtE,2 of hot electrons injected in the firs
and the second subband, respectively, as a function of
total electron densityNe in the quantum wire. The vertica
thin line at Ne50.633106 cm21 indicates the onset of th
population of the second subband for our quantum wire
rameters. The thick-solid~thick-dashed! lines indicates the
lifetime of an injected ‘‘hot electron’’ in the conduction ban
with total energyET15E21v0 (ET25E213v0), whereE2
is the bottom of the second subband. The symbols stand
the same meaning as in Figs. 5 and 6, and show the co
butions of the different charge-density excitations to the to
lifetime. We see the plasmon mode (1,1) making the m
important contribution~solid squares! to tE,1 for E5ET1
~thick solid lines! at low densities. The decrease oftET1,1 as

Ne increases indicates the hot-electron relaxation via em
sion of a plasmon mode (1,1). The single-particle excitati
inside the SPE12 continuum~filled triangles pointing up! start
to contribute totET1,1 as the onset of the scattering via em

sion of the plasmon mode (1,1) vanishes atNe*0.35
3106 cm21. For E5ET2, however, the SPE12 is the main
contribution totE,1 at very low densities. With increasin
density, scattering due to the plasmon mode (1,1) beco
dominant untilNe.0.833106 cm21. The occupation of the
second subband only leads to a small contribution by

FIG. 7. Hot-electron lifetimes~a! tE,1 and~b! tE,2 as a function
of the total densityNe in the quantum wire. Thick solid~dashed!
lines are the total lifetime of a hot electron withE5ET1 (E
5ET2). The thin lines indicate all sort of contribution to the tot
lifetime. The symbols stand for the same contributions as in Fig
and 6.
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intersubband plasmon (1,2)8 ~triangles pointing left! to tE,1 .
Although the onset of the scattering by the plasmon mo
(1,2) is achieved at low densityNe , its contribution totE,1 is
so small that we cannot observe it in the figure. The con
bution coming from SPE22 is also irrelevant in this situation
As discussed before, this excitation exists as the second
band is occupied but its contribution to scattering vanis
for momentumk>kF2. Here, we are dealing with a hot elec
tron of energyE@(\kF2)2/2m* for which relaxation via the
emission of single-particle excitations inside the SPE22 con-
tinuum is not allowed.

In Fig. 7~b!, we see that the emission of the plasm
mode (1,2)~filled triangles pointing left!, at very low densi-
ties, is the main contribution to the total lifetimetE,2 for both
values ofE. As Ne increases, the hot-electron scattering v
emission of the plasmon mode (1,1), as well as the emis
of single-particle excitations inside SPE11 continuum~filled
diamonds!, start to contribute totE,2 . For densities greate
than Ne.0.363106 cm21 (Ne.0.443106 cm21) the on-
set of scattering via the emission of the plasmon mode (1
@(1,2)# vanishes, so that only single-particle excitations
side the SPE11 continuum@filled diamonds# are responsible
for the hot-electron relaxation in the second subband.
E5ET2, the onset of scattering via the emission of the pl
mon mode (1,2) occurs at densitiesNe.106 cm21. As a
result, this mode contributes totE,2 for all values of Ne
shown in the figure.

At this point, we should briefly comment on the role
the phenomenological damping constantg on our numerical
results since we have usedg51023 meV throughout this
paper. In contrast to Figs. 5 and 6, where effects ofg
(51023) are vanishingly small, a finiteg has some effect in
Fig. 7. Notice that, for extremely clean systems (g50), the
contributions to bothtE,n , coming from the plasmon mod
(1,1) ~square lines!, should go to the infinity threshold due t
the singular nature of 1D density of states. Impurity scatt
ing through a finiteg suppresses this divergence by smoo
ing the 1D density of states. A similar behavior should occ
for the contribution totE,2 coming from the emission of the
mode (1,2)~filled triangles pointing left! in Fig. 7~b!. In fact,
effects due to finite values ofg on both hot-electron lifetimes
can be identified in the lines indicating the contribution
the plasmon modes (1,1) and (1,2). They do not go to in
ity since we are usingg51023 meV, which is enough to
suppress the 1D density of states singularity on the scale
these figures. We see, however, that these effects are
evant for the total hot-electron lifetime when the emission
single-particle excitations are taken into account. For
value ofg assumed in this paper, the relaxation of hot ele
trons is mainly due to emission of charge-density excitatio
in the Q1D Fermi sea.

IV. SUMMARY

Within the GW approximation, we have calculated th
inelastic Coulomb scattering rates and lifetimes of an
jected electron in a symmetric confinement two-subba
quantum wire at zero temperature. These rates are dire
related to the dynamically screened Coulomb potent
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which has been calculated within the RPA. We chose a qu
tum wire with a symmetric confinement potential in whic
the intra- and intersubband excitations do not interact w
each other. We obtain the effects of the population of sec
subband on the inelastic Coulomb scattering rate. We s
rately identified the contributions to the intrasubband a
intersubband inelastic-scattering rates due to different in
subband and intersubband excitations in the individual s
bands of the Q1D electron system. We find the emission
an intrasubband plasmon in the first subband to be the m
important contribution to the inelastic-scattering rate,
though the single-particle excitations as well as plasm
modes in the second subband also contribute to the intra
band and intersubband scattering of an electron in the t
subband quantum wire. We found that the inelastic scatte
from the first to the second subband occurs through the e
is,

r,

.

st

.

04532
n-

h
d
a-
d
a-
b-
of
st
-
n
b-

o-
g

is-

sion of either intersubband plasmon modes or intersubb
single-particle excitations, whereas the scattering from s
ond to first subband only occurs via the emission of
higher-energy intersubband plasmon mode. We also ca
late the lifetime of hot electrons as a function of the to
charge density in the two-subband quantum wire, identify
the contributions of plasmons and single-particle excitatio
in each subband to the hot-electron lifetime.
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